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About This Game

The beauty of nature goes hand in hand with its unforgiving rawness. That is central in Shelter 2, and one of the reasons we chose
to make a game about a Lynx. They are in middle of the food chain, and there are far more vicious things out on the cold tundra.

The game follows the life of a mother lynx, starting as a pregnant animal, giving birth and continuing in to a journey of
parenthood where nurturing her cubs is paramount for survival. Shelter 2 includes more elaborate gameplay features than its

predecessor, such as stamina, different types of movements, jumps and a variety of prey to kill. Besides hunting there are
several maternal and hunting features, such as calling the cubs closer, smell for prey, making sure they drink water from rivers

and lifting and carrying your cubs from harm’s way.

A vast wilderness awaits

Environments in Shelter 2 are much bigger than its predecessor and allow a lot more freedom than ever before, allowing players
to find favorite spots to return to. This time weather and seasons change, harsh winters and bloomy summers awaits you!

The music is once again presented by Retro Family, awarded for their work on the Pid Soundtrack, and the visuals have been
reinvented by adding dense atmosphere and lighting to the patterned graphical art style.

Check out Shelter 3 at:
http://store.steampowered.com/app/977630/
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Shelter 2: Mountains:
We are celebrating a first! We have just released our very first expansion for Shelter 2. Check out the trailer below:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zJWDShEveIA

In case you missed on any of the Shelter games or simply curious to immerse yourself in all things maternal you can pick up the
shelter collection at a discounted price right now. As always, thanks for the continued support and keep on keeping those babies
safe, sound and sheltered!. Mountains - First Screenshots:
Hey folks!

We are still working hard on the DLC for Shelter 2! Here are the first screenshots, we hope you will like them!

http://imgur.com/a/bHI2n. Announcing Shelter 3:
Might and Delight are super excited to announce that Shelter 3 is under development! 

Shelter 3 will be released in 2020 and you can watch the trailer now... and to stay notified, visit the Steam page and wishlist.

See the trailer here

https://store.steampowered.com/app/977630/Shelter_3/

What would you like to see in Shelter 3?
We will read and consider everything posted in this thread!

Thank you for being part of the Shelter journey!

Best wishes,
The Shelter Team

. Shelter on sale, 80% off:
In anticipation for Shelter 2, Shelter is now on sale.
Owning Shelter will give you additional discount for Shelter 2.
Get it here:
http://store.steampowered.com/app/244710/

Lots of love
/Might and Delight. Patch 2015-09-29:

Better (but slightly heavier) antialiasing.

Not being able to drink from the river on Mountains near the Tundra exit solved. (Mountains DLC)

No music if cubs are leaving during a forest fire solved. (Mountains DLC)

Cubs sometimes not dropping/eating prey they catch themselves solved.

Workaround for people who have an off scale on their interface (key "interfaceScale" in the save file).

Various animation bugs solved.

. Other platforms than windows:
Hello all!
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Regarding the questions about Shelter 2 on other platforms than windows.

We currently have a last period of bug fixing, but after that we will look into porting it to Mac and then to Linux. We have made
a few quick tests that are looking promising, but we don't want to set a date for when Shelter 2 will be available for other
platforms in case of trouble with porting.
We will release it when it is tested and stable, but as it looks now, the Mac version will be released on the 9th if we don't run in
to a lot of trouble with it.

We will get back to you when we know for sure!
/Team Might and Delight. SALE ON STEAM - All Shelter games:
After the huge response to the Shelter 3 announce (and yes it's true, Shelter 3 is on its way!), we thought we'd offer the chance
to complete your collection!
Shelter 1 and Shelter 2, Paws and Meadow are all reduced until tomorrow evening!. Content Patch 2015-04-22 is Live!:
With a brand new game mode and new prey!
Can you survive in the harsh nature that Survival Mode will bring?

Survival Mode (Hard) *

New Prey (Pheasant)

New Lynx Skin (achievement)

Option to choose skin (if available)

Various Bugs Fixed And Some Forum Requests Implemented

Localised To Spanish, German, Portugese, Russian and Chinese

Survival Mode Changes:

Less prey and they are harder to catch.

Animals will migrate between zones depending on seasons.

Animals will migrate away from the player.

Your stamina will regenerate slower.

Using your sense of smell costs stamina.

Sneaking is now player controlled.

Cubs can't jump up on cliffs themselves.

MORE IS COMING =D
We are in fact working on a DLC with an entire new zone!
It will also contain more dangers, even an old friend will visit...
New prey, new animals, collectables and achievements!
Thank you all for bringing your ideas and requests to us!
We are really looking forward to show you more shortly!. New project from Might and Delight!:
We are happy to announce that we are working on a new project right now, Child of Cooper.
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Feel free to visit the Steam page!

http://store.steampowered.com/app/367840. A new Meadow comic: Symbols:
The second anniversary of Meadow is getting closer, and so is the release of the next Meadow comic book. Symbols will release
a day before the anniversary update, and will reveal several elements in it.

Check out more here: https://store.steampowered.com/app/942280/Symbols_A_Meadow_comic_book/
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